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Qualitative approach (purpose, 
researcher’s role, methods)

• Ethnography: entire culture (participant 
observation)

• Phenomenology (subjective experiences and 
interpretation, how the world appears to 
others 

• Field research 
• Grounded theory (derived from observation; 

coding, memoing, synthesis)

Trochim



Qualitative methods

• Participant observation (long-term researcher 
involvement in context)

• Direct observation (more detached, focused 
topic; researcher doesn’t actively query 
respondent; can be document-based)

• Unstructured interview (no protocol) (use only 
for pilot development!)

• Case studies (intensive study of specific 
individual/context)

Trochim



Analytic Induction
(Rough) research 

questions

Hypotheses 
explaining questions

Collect data / 
examine cases

Deviant 
cases?

No deviant 
cases?

Reformulate 
hypotheses

Confirm 
hypotheses

Redefine 
hypotheses 
to exclude 

deviant case

End data 
collectionbased on Fig 19.1, p426, 

Bryman & Bell (2003)

literature 
review

theory emerges from data 
through an iterative, 
recursive research process

Grounded Theory

in practice …
balance between 

inductive theorising
and

deductive hypothesis 
testing

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Sampling Design

• Non-probabilistic sampling:
– driven by research questions (and accessibility)
– consider representativeness, heterogeneity, extremes, biases
– sampling methods:

• convenience
• snowball (key informants)
• quota (stratified but not random)

• Theoretical sampling (grounded theory)
– “analyst jointly collects, codes & analyses data, and decides what data 

to collect next and where … in order to develop theory as it emerges” 
[Glaser & Strauss 1967: 45]

– theoretical saturation: data collection stops when theories are clearly 
established, developed, inter-related … no new relevant data emerging

be transparent and clear 
about sampling design,

justify decisions made

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Critiques of qualitative research
– subjective, not replicable, not transparent
– not generalisable
– overly descriptive, lacking in analytical rigour
– not governed by theory

be careful not to 
over-generalise

analyse data, don’t 
just describe

use theory!

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford
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Why interview rather than survey?

• Objective: to understand in detail how people think about and 
experience their lives (not to represent)

• Explore contradictions, complexities … or mundane routines
– thoroughness, opportunity to go back over same ground

• Avoid forced, pre-defined responses and (implicit) prompting
– allow for unanticipated responses

• Tailor questions to individual circumstances
– “interviewees construct their own accounts of their experiences by 

describing and explaining them in their own words”
[p111, Flowerdew & Martin 2005]

• Learn through dialogue not interrogation
– “conversation with a purpose”

[Eyres 1988]
Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Different Types of Interviews

• Structured
– standardised instrument
– closed questions

• Semi-structured
– script with questions on specific topics, may vary for different 

respondents
– implemented flexibly (wording, follow-up Qs, order)

• Unstructured
– general guide of topics / issues
– open-ended, non-directive (nose-following)

structured  instruments as 
potential complement to

semi-/unstructured 
interviews

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford
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Semi-structured interviews: 
preparing the script

General 
research area

Specific 
research 

questions

Define 
interview 

topics

Formulate 
interview 
questions

Review / 
revise 

questions
Pilot interview 

scriptIdentify issuesReview /revise 
questions

Finalise 
interview 

script

(Develop 
variants if 
needed)

based on Fig 15.1, p350, Bryman & Bell (2003)

start by asking:
what do I need to know

in order to answer each of 
my research questions?

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Writing the interview script
GENERAL POINTERS
• Organisation:  general topics in sections, order to ensure flow (be flexible)
• Questions:  varied, specific but not overly constraining
• Language:  clear, comprehensible, non-technical, no jargon

QUESTION TYPES
• Introducing
• Structuring
• Direct
• Indirect
• Validating
• Directive
• Probing
• Specifying
• Silence
• Interpreting
• Leading

EXAMPLES
Please tell me about …
Moving on to a related topic …
Do you find it easy to …?
How do most people in your field do … ?
I spoke with X who suggested Y … would you agree … ?
If you were advising X, what changes would you … ?
What do you mean by that?
So, what did you do then?
[signals for reflection & amplification]
So is it fair to say that … ?
Don’t you think that … ?

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Different approaches to interview scripts: 
e.g., finding out about shopping behaviour

Specific questions & potential follow-ups
• Tell me about your household’s usual 

shopping routine.
• Who usually does the food shopping in 

the household? (Why? Why doesn’t X or Y 
do the shopping?)

• Why do you shop there? (When did you 
start shopping there?)

• Do you ever vary the routine? (How? 
why?)

• Tell me about what you normally buy on 
your regular shopping trips?

General themes
• Shopping routine
• Who shops / 

where / why
• Nature of 

shopping
• Process of 

shopping
• Shopping routine
• Special occasions

from Box 7.3, p120, 
Flowerdew & Martin 2005
Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Setting Up Interviews
Approaching subjects:
• polite but personable 

persistence!
• phone then letter

(or vice versa)
• sell the interview based 

on benefits to them
(e.g., outcomes)

• credibility, confidentiality
• fit in with their schedule

Phone interviews:
• cheaper, quicker
• less interview attribute bias
• less social desirability bias

In person interviews:
• supportive rapport
• responsiveness
• pause / reflection time
• observation = information
• (visual aids)

start building 
rapport now …

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Conducting an interview
• Preparation:

– research the interviewee & the setting
– test audio recorder! (& prepare for malfunction)
– contingency plan (less time, no show, more than one person … )

• Introductory statement:
– identity, context, supervision, funding, topic, importance
– reason for selecting respondent, voluntary, confidentiality, anonymity

• Basic interviewing tips:
– active listening! e.g., follow-up Qs, periodically summarise, ask for 

clarification
– don’t interrupt or argue

• Wrapping up:
– closing question: rapport established, ‘doorknob’ Q, can be revealing
– anything you would like to add or ask?

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Criteria for a successful interviewer

• KNOWLEDGEABLE about subject, about interviewee
• STRUCTURING purpose, flow, end, any questions
• CLEAR
• GENTLE let interviewees finish, allow time to think
• SENSITIVE listen attentively to what interviewees say, and how
• OPEN respond flexibly to what’s important to interviewee
• STEERING know what you want to find out
• CRITICAL be prepared to challenge (e.g., inconsistencies)
• REMEMBERING relate what is being said to what was said earlier
• INTERPRETING clarifies & extends responses, without imposing

based on Kvale (1996)

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Media interviews are often inappropriate 
guides for research interviews

• Fact-finding, interrogatory interviewing:
– Paxman (as example)

• Revelatory, highly personal interviewing:
– Herzog (as example)

• Research-oriented, exploratory, even 
discursive interviewing:
– Kermode (as example) 

match interview style and structure
with research objectives

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/newsnight/8080379.stm
http://www.guardian.co.uk/film/2009/jan/26/werner-herzog-interview


After the Interview
• Immediately after interview:

– notes, memos, observations, impressions

• Transcribing:
– time-consuming (4-10 hours per 1 hour interview)
– be selective
– upload audio files to computer (simplify controls)
– trainable voice recognition software
– take notes as you go (key words, concepts, categories)
– check once complete
– (transcribe before translating)

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford
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Analysing the interview data: Coding

• Coding:
– “shorthand devices to label, separate, compile and organise data”
– ‘append’ to text (word, sentence, paragraph ..), note time or position

• Coding (content analysis):
– closed, pre-determined, systematic
– terms, categories, concepts driven by research questions

• Coding (grounded theory):
– open, emergent, generated by data

• What is this piece of data about? Of what general category (or topic) is it 
an instance? What answer (or question) does this piece of data point to?

– fluid: constantly revised, combined, inter-related as concepts form

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Example of a (Closed) Coding Template
e.g., Coding Template for research on climate-change related behaviour 
No. Behavioural context Codes No. Constraints cited Code 
I Flying I.1 - I.5 IV Financial IV.1 - IV.7 
II Inside home etc. V Habits, routines etc. 
III Shopping etc. VI Social expectations etc. 
 

e.g., Coding Manual for research on climate-change related behaviour  
No. Behavioural context No. Constraints Cited 
I domestic / work (1), 

abroad / work (2), 
domestic / leisure (3), 
abroad / leisure (4), 
other (5) 

IV deviation from usual expenses (1), 
opportunity cost (2), 
other perceived unacceptability (3), 
insufficient income (4), 
insufficient savings (5), 
no available credit (6), 
other (7) 

II etc. V etc. 
 

Slide from Charlie Wilson, Oxford



Summary: Interview Checklist
Questions
• does your script have a range of 

question types?
• are your questions clear, 

comprehensible, jargon-free?
• are your questions relevant to the 

interviewees?
• do your questions encourage reflective 

discussions?
• do your questions avoid imposing your 

own frame of reference?

Script
• does your script relate clearly to your 

research questions?
• does your script allow for unexpected 

issues to emerge?
• have you included requests for basic 

personal information?
• have you tested your script?

Preparation
• do you have a contingency plan? 

(no audio recorder, less time, no 
show)

• have you researched your 
interviewee?

• are you familiar with the interview 
setting?

• have you tested your audio 
recorder?

• have you thought about how you 
want to present yourself?

Interviewing
• can you introduce your research 

clearly & succinctly to 
interviewees?

• how are you going to fulfil the 
‘criteria of a good interviewer’?

based on p365, Bryman & Bell (2003)
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Interview	Guide
Suitability & Feasibility of interventions 

to reduce car-use in Lund
Paula	Kuss

Master’s	Program	in	Environmental	Studies	and	Sustainability	Science

Supervisor:	Kimberly	Nicholas	



Interview Procedure

Type of Intervention Intervention

Charging / Pricing 1) Congestion Charge

2) Workplace Parking Charge

Access Limitations 3) Limited Traffic Zone

Parking & Traffic Control 4) Parking + Traffic Control Intervention Mix

Mobility Services 5) Mobility Services for Commuters

6) Mobility Services for University

Car-Sharing 7) Integrated Car-Sharing Action Plan

Travel Planning (TP) 8) Workplace TP Intervention Mix

9) School TP Intervention Mix

10) University TP Intervention Mix

11) Personalised TP Intervention Mix

Gamification 12) App for Sustainable Mobility Competition

Question for each 

Intervention 
• Has this been done in Lund 

before?

• Do you think this 

intervention would be 

suitable to reduce car use in 

Lund? 

• Do you think it is realistic to 

implement the intervention 

near-term and with the 

available resources?



1) Congestion Charge

Intervention Intervention Type Measures Where it was effective?

Congestion Charge Charging / Pricing

• Charges for cars within specific zone of the 
city

• Revenues often used for infrastructure 
investments

Stockholm, Gothenburg, 
London, Milan

Has this been done in Lund before?

Do you think this intervention would be suitable to reduce car use in Lund? 

Do you think it is realistic to implement the intervention near-term and with the 

available resources?


